
 

Guide to contingent loans 

Bristol Community Energy Fund is scheme funded by Bristol City Council that can offer a contingent 
loan for community groups trying to develop a renewable energy project. 

These contingent loans are to help you get to the stage where you know your project is technically 
feasible, you have planning permission and you have the legal agreements in place to install on the 
site. 

 

 

 

What is a contingent loan? 

A contingent loan is different from a normal loan because it is only repayable under certain 
conditions. These are usually linked to the success of the project and its ability to repay the loan. For 
BCEF, this would be when you have built your renewable energy installation and it’s ready to 
generate energy that you can sell.   

Contingent loans tend to be low-risk for the borrower. If the community energy project fails to get 
off the ground, the loan may be written off under certain conditions (see below).  

How can a contingent loan help my community group? 

You will need to spend money to get to the stage where your installation can be built – for running 
community consultation, legal fees, securing permits, technical feasibility studies, developing a 
financial model and more. To cover this work you will need development finance. 

The BCEF contingent loan is a low-risk way to fund your project’s development stage. The lender for 
BCEF’s contingent loans is Bristol City Council, who will take on the risk of your project development. 
This protects your community group from debt that you cannot repay if your project cannot go 
ahead. 

What are the alternatives to contingent loans? 

A BCEF contingent loan is not the only way to finance your project’s development. One option is to  
raise funds from your community (through donations or shares), which has proved successful for 
many community groups, but does come with risks – if your project fails you will have nothing to 
show for the money that your local community has put in, and the loss of the investment risks 
putting  individual investors in personal financial difficulty. You group may also lose investor 
credibility and local goodwill as a result. Other options are a secured loan on existing assets owned 
by your group (e.g. a village hall) or other commercial loan. This option also comes with risks. If your 
project become unviable and you cannot repay the loan you could lose the community assets used 
to secure the loan and risk your group’s bankruptcy.  
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If development finance is so risky, how do commercial 
developers do it? 

Start-up commercial renewable energy developers – like many new businesses – will probably raise 
money through investors to get them started. However, these investors will demand high returns for 
their money – a big share in profits, and probably a degree of control over the business. It is unlikely 
that this arrangement will be appropriate for a community enterprise trying to benefit local people. 

Established commercial renewable energy developers can also afford more risk because they are 
usually developing a portfolio of different projects at the same time. This spreads the risk – if one 
project fails, it is likely that another project will succeed. The profits from successful projects usually 
exceed any money lost in trying to develop unsuccessful projects.  

Community groups are different, because typically they can only work within their local area. You 
might only have one local hill to put a wind turbine on, one local river for a hydro project, or a 
handful of suitable local sites for large solar arrays. All your eggs are in one basket, so you can’t 
spread the risk. 

What about repaying the contingent loan? 
 
You will only have to repay the contingent loan from BCEF if your project creates a successful, profit-
generating renewable energy installation. If your project cannot go ahead, there are circumstances 
in which we can write off the loan, so that you do not need to repay it. These are described in the 
Loan Terms which can be provided upon request. 

 
Your contingent loan plus the 6% premium is repayable once your project has secured project 
finance and must be paid back in full once your project is built and commissioned. As an example if 
you awarded a £30,000 loan, you would pay back a total of £31,800. 

Construction funding might come from a mixture of community shares, fundraising income and bank 
loans. We explain more about accessing bank loans for capital funding in our Guide to Getting your 
project investment ready.  

It is quite normal for banks to allow you to include the development funding costs in your capital 
funding loan, which will enable you to repay your contingent loan and the premium in full. But they 
may not release this part of the finance to you until the project is ready to generate energy, hence 
your BCEF loan does not become repayable until it is built and commissioned. 

When is a loan written off? 

You may be relieved of your obligations to repay the whole or any part of the loan (including any 
premium due) – this is called ‘writing off the loan’.  

Your loan may be written off in the following cases: where, within a defined period, you are unable 
to commission your project because of events outside of your reasonable control; or you decide for 
‘compelling reasons’ that you are no longer pursuing the project. 

Your loan will be written off in the following cases: you are unable to secure rights to use the land, or 
gain access to the land, where your project is to be located; your project does not secure planning 
permission, either at the local authority decision stage or at appeal; or where permission is refused 
and where there is scope to resubmit an altered application but where the scope/timetable of the 



 

altered project would result in significant wastage and/or repetition of work 
already paid for using the loan. 

Refer to the Loan Terms for further detail on the conditions outlined above. 

BCEF is funded by Bristol City Council and administered by the Centre for Sustainable Energy.  The 
team will be able to help you understand these issues in more depth as part of the support you will 
get when you contact the BCEF team and proceed with your loan applications.  

Email:   bcef@cse.org.uk  
Telephone:  0117 934 1400 (ask to be put through to the BCEF team) 
Post:   BCEF, CSE, 3 St Peter’s Court, Bedminster Parade, Bristol, BS3 4AQ 
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